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Chip management systems

The best choice for:
• Fine chips
• Ferrous material (cast iron)
• No filtration

No maintenance design
The Turbo Magnetic features a robust stainless steel slider face for a long life in extreme wear
conditions. All moving parts are contained inside the conveyors Viton sealed frame so they are never
exposed to machining contaminates. The conveyor belt is automatically tensioned so no adjustment is
ever needed. The belt track is a non lubricating design.
The standard belt tensioner not only reduces the maintenance requirement of this design but
also keeps the face of the magnets at the proper distance to the slider face keeping the conveyor
performance maximized.

Conveyor performance efficiency
LNS’s design features a variable speed drive as standard. The variable speed drive allows the conveyor
to run at optimal speed to properly remove the chip load but slow enough to minimize coolant carry out.
This conveyor is the best choice for broken ferrous chips because of this ability.

Machine compatibility
Many machines offer limited space for conveyor designs. The Turbo Magnetic has frame flexibility
allowing adaptation to more machine designs.
Two frame heights are available including a standard and low profile design. These frames allow
more choices when matching the conveyor to the design constraints of the machine and coolant flow
requirements.

Your «One-Stop-Shop» for machine-tool peripherals
LNS is your one-stop resource for industry leading bar feeding equipment and accessories, chip conveyors and coolant management systems.
So you get unmatched product range, applications experience, service and support.
The LNS customer service and technical support teams are the industry’s most experienced. Together, they provide expert product selection and
application assistance, professional installation and comprehensive training.
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We support every product we sell with replacement parts, and both field and factory service. We provide this expert service through trained technicians
who are strategically positioned throughout the world.
And because we design every bar feed, chip conveyor and coolant system we sell, we can provide parts and service for all LNS equipment – even
chip conveyors and bar feeds that have been in service for over twenty years.

